
Hidden 1811 

Chapter 1811 Public Or Private 

Lu Yaolan was embarrassed and went straight upstairs. 

Fu Yujia did not leave. What Old Master Lu and Lu Heting were talking about was not a big deal, so they 

did not hide it from her. Fu Yujia heard them talking about Old Master Lu’s birthday. 

According to their arrangements, it would be extravagant and they would be inviting a lot of people. 

It sounded like a grand banquet. 

!! 

However, with the Lu family’s family background and reputation, it was not surprising that such a 

banquet would become a public diplomatic occasion. 

After Old Master Lu roughly made up his mind, he said, “I’ll talk to your aunt.” 

“Okay.” Lu Heting nodded. 

Old Master Lu quickly left. After all, his daughter’s mood was important to him. 

Fu Yujia pinched her fingers gently. She could tell Old Master Lu’s attitude toward Lu Yaolan. She knew 

that getting close to Lu Yaolan was a good move. 

Seeing that Lu Heting was about to leave, she quickly stopped him. “Heting.” 

“What is it?” Lu Heting stopped in his tracks. 

“I heard from Dad and Mom that the Lu family is decreasing their cooperation with the Fu family. I don’t 

know what the Fu family did wrong, but can you please be magnanimous and give us another chance on 

account of the relationship between the two families and the fact that we grew up together?” Fu Yujia 

bit her lip and begged pitifully. 

When she heard the news recently, she felt uneasy and thought about many things. 

Moreover, she heard that her brother’s efforts were futile. 

Lu Heting seemed to have made up his mind. He gradually reduced the business dealings between the 

two families, making his parents worried. 

She felt that she could still say a few words to Lu Heting, so she took the opportunity to talk to Lu Heting 

while accompanying Lu Yaolan back today. 

Lu Heting’s eyes were calm and cold, and so was his tone. “I did it for business reasons. From the 

company’s perspective, there’s no chance at all.” 

“But Heting, our families are old friends, after all. Can’t you take my feelings into consideration—” 

“Fu Yujia,” Lu Heting interrupted her domineeringly. “Public matters are public, and private matters are 

private. Please don’t mix them up. Besides, I don’t think there’s any personal relationship between us. 

Please don’t say such things in the future, lest outsiders misunderstand.” 



After saying that, he strode past Fu Yujia without giving her a chance to react. 

Fu Yujia clenched her fists even tighter. Her face suddenly turned pale, and the last thought in her heart 

was shattered. 

She had always been so careful, wanting to get close to him and gain his favor. When she was young, 

she often came to the mansion. Grandpa and Grandma Lu treated her very well and always joked that 

she would marry Lu Heting when she grew up. 

She naively held out hope for many years, thinking that he had tacitly agreed with her. 

But later on, he went further and further away from her until he was a complete stranger to her. It was 

as if he had never been related to her. 

It was even more so now. He completely ignored her. 

She had held onto this hope for many years, but it was shattered bit by bit until it was all gone. It was 

too painful. 

She didn’t want to experience it anymore. 

But what could she do? 

That man was so high and mighty that he did not take her seriously at all. It was difficult for him to even 

look at her. 

She had always thought that she had a chance, but it was just her wishful thinking. 

She walked out in a daze. After the pain, there was only one thought in her heart. Even if she had to do 

it for her family, she would never look for Lu Heting again. 

He was a person who did not care about personal relationships at all. 

In the future, she would fully support Lu Yaolan, a woman who could still occupy a position in the Lu 

family! 

She wanted to see if Lu Yaolan was more favored by Old Master Lu or Lu Heting! 

… 

In the neighborhood. 

Su Bei, Da Bao, and Gun Gun were choosing a birthday gift for Old Master Lu together. 

The two munchkins were having a headache over what to choose. 

Su Bei and Lu Heting sat together and asked with a smile, “Which one do you think Grandpa will like?” 

“As long as it’s from us, he’ll like it.” 

“That’s true. Then let’s let them choose. I’ll choose the clothes we’ll wear when the time comes. This 

time, we’ll be appearing together in public, so we must blind others!” 

Su Bei excitedly chose the clothes. 



Lu Heting went forward and hugged her waist from behind. “But do you know that Grandpa specifically 

asked President Su Lu to attend his birthday banquet?” 

“Me? Wait, me in men’s clothes?” 

“Yes. Grandpa thinks that you’ve done a particularly good job with Zhang Xinran’s matter this time. He 

really wants you to attend. Also, Grandpa knows that he did something wrong when he asked Aunt to 

manage the company. He shouldn’t have treated you like that. He also said that he doted on Aunt too 

much, so he was muddle-headed for a moment. He’s been reflecting on this matter for the past few 

days.” 

Su Bei pursed her lips and smiled. “Then how can I attend?” 

Lu Heting thought for a moment. “Why don’t you come to the venue first and then leave with an 

excuse? You can come to the venue again later. That way, you can accompany me until the end and 

blow out the candles with Grandpa.” 

“That’s a good idea.” Su Bei nodded. “Then it’s decided.” 

Lu Heting hugged her and rested his chin on the top of her head. “Sometimes, Grandpa goes a little 

overboard. I apologize on his behalf.” 

“I don’t care how he treats me. Sometimes, I think it’s quite understandable that he dotes on his 

daughter. If I had a daughter, I might be biased when dealing with her matters.” 

Lu Heting smiled. He wondered how biased he would be if he had a daughter. 

Seeing him smile, Su Bei understood what he was thinking. “Right? You think so too, right?” 

“Well, if I had a daughter like you, it might be really hard for me to be fair.” 

“If we really have a child, we have to supervise each other in the future. Let’s not ruin our daughter,” Su 

Bei said solemnly. 

... 

“But first…” Lu Heting held her hand and rubbed her fingers with his thumb. 

… 

Old Master Lu’s birthday banquet was as lively as ever. 

Guests came and went like clouds, and the entire venue was filled with laughter. 

Lu Weijian’s voice could be heard everywhere. 

Huo Zhong also came over. After Old Master Huo passed away, he and Lu Weijian went everywhere 

together. 

Of course, when they fought, they were really ruthless. 

“Happy birthday, Grandpa Lu.” Huo Zhong handed the gift forward. 



“Thank you.” Old Master Lu took it with a smile. “You young people can go and play as you wish. Don’t 

let me, an old man, restrain you.” 

Chapter 1812 You Understand Me The Most 

That was exactly what Huo Zhong wanted. He excused himself and ran to look for Da Bao and Gun Gun. 

“Where’s Su Bei?” he asked. 

“She’s not here yet,” Gun Gun replied in a childish voice. “Even if she’s here, she’ll be with my daddy. 

Why would she be with you?” 

Huo Zhong thought about it and felt a little dejected. However, seeing that Da Bao was also here, he 

raised his head again. “Da Bao, let’s play a round?” 

!! 

Lu Heting and Su Bei had not appeared. Lu Yaolan could not help but ask, “Dad, why aren’t Heting and 

Su Bei here yet?” 

“They said they had something to do and would be a little late,” Old Master Lu said. 

“But what can they be doing on such an important day?” 

Old Master Lu said, “Since Heting said that he has something on, it must be something important. He 

won’t say anything casually.” 

Lu Yaolan stopped talking and smiled. “That does make sense.” 

“Go check in on Weijian and help him receive guests,” Old Master Lu said. 

Lu Yaolan walked toward Lu Weijian while Fu Yujia accompanied her. 

“Weijian,” Lu Yaolan called out gently. 

Lu Weijian replied lazily. He felt uncomfortable when he saw her. 

“Weijian, Aunt Yaolan is going to receive guests. Why don’t we go together?” Fu Yujia said with a smile. 

“You guys go ahead and receive your guests. I’ll receive mine,” Lu Weijian said and was about to leave. 

“This child.” Lu Yaolan sighed. 

Fu Yujia said, “Actually, Weijian is a little jumpy, but he does a good job. In the future, he’ll definitely be 

a part of Grandpa Lu’s legacy.” 

Lu Yaolan shook her head and said, “He’s focused on the Huo family’s businesses now. Who knows what 

will happen in the future?” 

“Did Grandpa Lu say anything about helping you get a position in Lu Group?” 

These words hit Lu Yaolan’s sore spot. 

After she lost Nirvana Entertainment, Old Master Lu became much stricter with her. She had been 

begging Old Master Lu to bring her into Lu Group for a long time, but he did not agree. 



She was especially distressed about this. 

The Lu family did not lack money for her to spend, but she was already in her 50s. It was unbearable for 

her to ask for money. 

Especially when she thought about the feeling of being free and in control of other people’s lives in 

Nirvana Entertainment previously. It was especially good. Now, she was suddenly stripped of everything. 

It was really difficult for her to adapt. 

However, if Old Master Lu did not say the word, she could not get Nirvana Entertainment back. 

Lu Heting was the one controlling Lu Group, so she couldn’t join that either. 

Fu Yujia smiled gently and said, “Actually, Lu Group belongs to Grandpa Lu. When the time comes, you 

and Weijian will definitely have a share. No matter what, he won’t give it to Heting alone.” 

“That’s true, but there’s still a long way to go before that happens. I couldn’t even protect Nirvana 

Entertainment this time,” Lu Yaolan said regretfully. 

“Aunt Yaolan, don’t be discouraged. There are still many opportunities in the future.” 

Lu Yaolan smiled and said, “You know me best. When I manage the Lu family’s company in the future, I’ll 

give you my utmost support.” 

Fu Yujia was overjoyed. “Thank you, Aunt Yaolan.” 

She had also thought it through. Lu Heting was like the moon in the mirror. There was nothing she could 

do to get him, so she could only settle for this. 

It was better to build a good relationship with Lu Yaolan so that she could rely on her in the future. In 

the entire capital, the best person to interact with and control was Lu Yaolan herself. 

Lu Yaolan was talking when she looked at the entrance and felt unhappy. 

Seeing her expression change slightly, Fu Yujia also looked over and saw Su Lu coming over. 

After dressing up a little today, he looked much more pleasing to the eye than usual. Although he was 

still not outstanding, he looked clean and refreshing. It was indeed easy to have a good impression of 

him. 

“Why is he here?” Fu Yujia could not help but mutter. 

“It’s not like you don’t know my father’s personality. After Su Lu settled Zhang Xinran’s matter and 

publicized Minister Zhang’s scandal, he thinks that Su Lu is a courageous and outstanding person, so he 

specially invited him over.” 

Fu Yujia nodded. She did understand Old Master Lu’s personality a little. Previously, it was because Su Lu 

had resolved the matter with Xiao Ming and Lil’ Hua that he had a whole new level of respect for Su Lu. 

Sure enough, Old Master Lu’s trusted aide walked over and personally welcomed Su Lu in before 

bringing him to Old Master Lu. 



Lu Yaolan’s expression changed several times. Although she was not afraid that an outsider like Su Lu 

would snatch her love, that outsider was suppressing her now. It made her feel very indignant! 

Fu Yujia’s hatred for Su Lu was no less than Lu Yaolan’s. After she returned to the country, her career 

was completely ruined by Su Lu, causing her to achieve nothing. Because of that, Lu Heting looked down 

on her even more! 

Su Lu’s existence was a sign of their greatest failure. 

The two of them composed themselves and walked in with smiles on their faces. 

They heard someone discussing in a low voice, “Who’s that? He looks unfamiliar. I wonder which family 

such an ordinary young man belongs to. How could he appear on such an occasion today?” 

“Don’t you know? That’s President Su Lu of Nirvana Entertainment!” 

“Nirvana Entertainment? Mr. Weijian’s company?” 

“That’s right. Nirvana Entertainment was single-handedly brought to new heights by Su Lu. From an 

unknown company, it rose to become one of the top entertainment companies now.” 

“Impressive!” 

“I heard that Fu Yujia suffered at his hands before.” 

“I know about this. It involves Lil’ Hua. This is what happened.” 

“I heard that Miss Fu is quite capable. She even came back from abroad. Why is she being suppressed 

like this?” 

“Sigh, we’ll only know if her ability is outstanding or not after we see her compete, right?” 

“That’s true.” 

... 

“However, not only Fu Yujia but even Lu Yaolan fell into his hands. You guys know about Zhang Xinran, 

right? Minister Zhang’s daughter? She actually got involved in drugs, and Lu Yaolan tried to protect her!” 

“Oh, I didn’t expect Lu Yaolan to be such a person.” 

These people were talking without any qualms. 

It was human nature to gossip, no matter how high-level the group was. As soon as there was gossip, 

everyone gathered and pushed. The news flew everywhere. 

These discussions praised Su Lu’s performance once more, while Lu Yaolan and Fu Yujia were simply 

whipped in public. 

No one knew this pain better than them. 

Those voices were still coming from afar. “In that case, Old Master Lu is really impartial. He loves talents 

very much. He actually personally invited Su Lu over.” 



“Of course. Old Master Lu has always valued character.” 

Chapter 1813 Incompetent Person 

Fu Yujia reached out to get a glass of red wine for Lu Yaolan. “Aunt Yaolan, don’t be angry. These people 

are just useless trash who talk about these things to make their presence known.” 

“This Su Lu is too much! He appeared today just to embarrass me, didn’t he?” 

Fu Yujia thought so too. 

As soon as Su Lu appeared, her reputation also dropped to the extreme. 

She did not know when she would be able to get rid of this thorn in her side! 

Fu Yujia rolled her eyes and said, “Aunt Yaolan, why don’t I think of a way to get Su Lu to…” 

“What way?” Lu Yaolan asked. 

Fu Yujia said in a low voice. 

Seeing that she was willing to sacrifice so much, Lu Yaolan admired her a little, but she felt that the 

matter was too big. She said, “But you’ll ruin your reputation…” 

“So what? My reputation has long been ruined by him,” Fu Yujia said. 

She had originally targeted Lu Heting, but now, this path was getting harder and harder. She had no 

choice but to rely on Lu Yaolan. 

If something really happened to Su Lu on an important occasion like the Lu family, Old Master Lu might 

even ask Lu Heting to withdraw his plans to reduce his cooperation with the Fu family in order to make 

it up to her. 

With this thought in mind, Fu Yujia became even more confident in her actions. 

She had to succeed today! 

At the thought of this, she pinched her palms and moved to the side. She quietly put something into a 

glass of red wine. 

Then, with a glass of red wine in each hand, she walked toward Old Master Lu. 

Old Master Lu was talking to Su Lu. Su Lu had given him a new painting, which made him extremely 

happy. He was praising it and showing it off to others. 

Seeing that it was about time, Su Bei bade farewell and said, “Old Master Lu, I still have something to do 

today, so I can’t stay here for long. I’ll excuse myself first.” 

“Okay, go ahead with your work.” Although Old Master Lu wanted to keep her, he could only agree. 

Su Bei walked out. Fu Yujia smiled and said, “Mr. Su.” 

“Miss Fu.” Su Bei stopped in her tracks. 

“President Su, it’s rare for us to meet. Let’s have a chat.” Fu Yujia smiled. “Let’s have a drink too.” 



“I don’t think I have anything to talk about with you, right?” 

Fu Yujia handed over the glass of red wine in her hand. “President Su, we meet often in this industry. In 

the future, we’ll definitely have something to talk about, right?” 

Su Bei smiled and took the wine. From the corner of her eye, she saw that Lu Yaolan was also paying 

attention to them. 

Lu Yaolan and Fu Yujia had always been very close. The two of them had countless grudges and 

entanglements with her. 

Today, they were all treating her like this. Was there something fishy going on? 

Thinking of this, Su Bei couldn’t help but chuckle and say, “In that case, I’ll tell my friend first and tell him 

not to wait for me.” 

She took out her phone and told Lu Heting her plan. 

Seeing that Su Bei believed her, Fu Yujia said, “Let’s find a quiet place to talk. President Su, don’t tell me 

you think I’ll do something to you on such an important occasion today? Besides, you’re a man and I’m a 

woman. What can I do to you?” 

She put everything on the table because she wanted Su Bei to believe her completely. 

Fu Yujia led the way and led Su Bei to a private room. 

Today, Old Master Lu’s birthday banquet was held in a hotel. Guests came and went like clouds. 

Only this place could be considered a quiet corner in the midst of the commotion. It seemed quiet and 

comfortable. 

Su Bei had already felt that her relationship with Fu Yujia might end today. 

Hence, she lowered her head and took a sip of wine. When Fu Yujia was not paying attention, she took 

out a tissue and spat it out before sitting down peacefully. 

Seeing that she had already taken two sips, Fu Yujia started to talk about some plans to work together in 

the future. 

Su Bei smiled. “As long as both sides are willing to cooperate, there will naturally be opportunities for 

cooperation in the future. What do you think, Miss Fu?” 

“Of course. I’m just afraid that you don’t have the intention. Please give us this opportunity in the 

future,” Fu Yujia said with a smile. 

“In that case, we can talk about this in detail later. Miss Fu, I’ll excuse myself today.” With that, Su Bei 

stood up. 

After she got up, she made a gesture of covering her forehead. She lost her balance and did the same 

gesture again. 

She looked at Fu Yujia angrily. “Did you put something in the wine?” 



“President Su, how could there be anything in the wine?” Fu Yujia swirled the red wine in her glass, 

filling the room with the fragrance of wine. “Even if you admire me, you don’t have to rush it, right? I 

gave you a chance. How can you treat me like this?” 

“What do you mean?” 

Fu Yujia smiled and said, “Nothing much. Since you like me, you have to respect me. Don’t force yourself 

too much. Otherwise, it won’t be good if word gets out.” 

She put down her glass, raised her head, and reached out. She pulled open the zipper on the back of her 

gown and scratched herself on her arm, leaving a red mark. 

Seeing that Su Bei was sitting on the sofa, unable to move, she reached out and wiped off her lipstick, 

causing her face to be covered in red marks. It made her look pitiful. 

Su Bei watched her do these things coldly, but she pretended to be surprised and angry. “Fu Yujia, what 

are you doing?!” 

“I should be the one asking you what you’re doing, right, Su Lu?” Fu Yujia took off her clothes and put 

lipstick on Su Bei’s face. Then, she grabbed Su Bei’s hand and placed it on her. 

Seeing Su Bei being completely manipulated and helpless, she felt extremely happy. 

“Fu Yujia, let go of me! What are you doing?!” 

Fu Yujia turned a deaf ear to her and was immersed in her own thoughts. 

Moreover, she had seen Su Bei drink the red wine with her own eyes. How could she still have the 

strength to fight back now? 

Her actions would only cause the other party to completely fall and lose their mind, causing the scene to 

become even more chaotic. 

... 

At the side, Lu Yaolan hurriedly found Old Master Lu, who was talking to Old Master Fu. She said, “Dad, 

Uncle Fu, have you seen Jia Jia?” 

“Wasn’t she here just now?” Old Master Lu said. “Why are you in such a hurry to look for her?” 

“I’m not in a hurry. She said she was going to get something and would be back in a few minutes. 

Several minutes have passed, and I’m still waiting to introduce my friend to her. She hasn’t come back. 

I’m indeed a little worried,” Lu Yaolan said. 

Old Master Fu doted on his granddaughter. When he heard Lu Yaolan’s words, he immediately said, 

“Have you called her?” 

“Yes, I have. No one picked up. Otherwise, I wouldn’t be so worried,” Lu Yaolan quickly said. 

“Where could she go? She’s a living person. She can’t get lost in such a familiar place.” 

Chapter 1814 Saving People Is More Important 



As Old Master Fu spoke, he stood up nervously and asked someone to look at the surveillance footage. 

He also called over the attendant at the door for questioning. 

The others gathered around worriedly. 

“Is Miss Fu missing? She was just here.” 

“She didn’t say she was leaving. Besides, she wouldn’t have left now.” 

!! 

“That’s right. Even if she wanted to leave, she would have told us.” 

“We can’t get through to her now. It’s really worrying.” 

The attendants were all called over. One of them said, “I remember Miss Fu went to the private room 

next door with President Su.” 

Lu Yaolan heaved a sigh of relief and said, “I see. Then it should be fine. Where’s the private room?” 

“It’s the one in the corner in that direction,” the attendant said. 

Old Master Fu’s expression darkened. The others said, “They might be talking about work. Everyone, 

stop surrounding each other and discussing.” 

Lu Yaolan said, “Then I’ll go look for Jia Jia. Maybe they lost track of time because they’re having a good 

chat about work.” 

Everyone nodded. Even if they wanted to gossip, they were suppressed by these words about work. It 

was not appropriate to say anything else. 

Lu Yaolan was walking over when she heard a shrill scream from the private room. 

Everyone had yet to disperse when they heard this voice. 

“What’s going on?” 

“It seems that something big has happened?” 

“It’s from the private room over there!” 

“Oh my God, saving people is more important. Let’s go and take a look!” 

Old Master Fu immediately couldn’t hold it in anymore and strode over. He couldn’t care less. Anyway, 

his granddaughter’s safety was the most important thing. 

Old Master Lu followed closely behind. 

Lu Yaolan smiled and immediately suppressed her urge to follow. 

The others spontaneously followed. 

The attendant ran over and opened the door of the private room first. He saw Fu Yujia rushing out with 

disheveled hair. Her lipstick was smudged, and her clothes were a mess. 



Lu Yaolan quickly got someone to wrap her up in clothes and said angrily, “What’s going on?” 

Fu Yujia could not help but cry. Everyone saw that her hair was disheveled, her clothes were messy, and 

there were scratches on her arms. They all knew what had happened. 

But how could anyone dare to do such a thing at Old Master Lu’s birthday banquet? 

Old Master Lu’s face darkened. “Who is it?” 

Old Master Fu felt like killing someone! 

The attendant opened the door wider, and everyone saw an ordinary man sitting on the sofa. 

“Isn’t that President Su Lu of Nirvana Entertainment?” 

“Yes, it’s him! Wasn’t he chatting with Miss Fu? Why would he do such a thing?” 

“You really can’t judge a book by its cover. How can there be such a person? This is Old Master Lu’s 

birthday banquet! How dare he?!” 

“This kind of person is too bold!” 

After all, everyone present was more familiar with Fu Yujia. At this moment, there were many people 

who had interactions with the Fu family. Su Lu, on the other hand, was an ordinary man and had limited 

interactions with everyone. 

Everyone would definitely believe Fu Yujia immediately. 

Lu Yaolan immediately said, “Alright, everyone, leave first. We’ll handle this matter and give everyone 

an explanation later.” 

She was so reasonable that she won the favor of many people. 

Seeing that she was deliberately protecting the Fu family’s reputation, Old Master Fu had a good 

impression of her. 

“Jia Jia, let’s go over first.” 

Old Master Lu said apologetically, “Brother Fu, I’m really sorry about what happened today. I’m the one 

who invited Su Lu. I’ll definitely give you and Jia Jia an explanation for this matter.” 

“Then get it done as soon as possible.” Old Master Fu was angry. 

Lu Yaolan smiled and said bitterly, “Dad, I really didn’t expect Su Lu to be such a person. He’s worse than 

a beast to attack Jia Jia.” 

Old Master Lu was deep in thought. If it were anyone else, he might not believe it, but the person in 

trouble now was Fu Yujia! 

He knew too well how much Fu Yujia liked Lu Heting. She liked him so much that she didn’t hesitate to 

wait for him until now. 

Therefore, Fu Yujia would never ruin her reputation, nor would she do anything to implicate her own 

innocence! 



There could only be one truth, and that was that Su Lu was indeed a beast wearing a mask! 

He had really misjudged! 

“Clear the area. I want to ask Su Lu personally what’s going on with him!” Old Master Lu had thought 

highly of Su Lu before, but he regretted it now. 

He even specially apologized for oppressing Su Lu. He invited him here today to make it up to him and 

let outsiders know that he was under the Lu family’s protection. 

Who knew that he would waste his painstaking efforts and trust? 

He even dared to lay a hand on Fu Yujia on such an occasion. Wouldn’t he be even more arrogant if he 

were elsewhere? 

Lu Yaolan hurriedly asked the attendant to invite the other guests away. 

At this moment, a group of people walked in. They were surrounding Lu Heting. 

The man strode forward with his long legs, looking imposing. His cold expression made people tremble. 

... 

“Heting,” Lu Yaolan quickly greeted. 

His aura scared her, but she wasn’t worried that he would see through Su Lu’s situation. 

After all, he didn’t have much of a relationship with Su Lu. With her understanding of Lu Heting, he 

wouldn’t care about such a small matter. 

“Heting, you came at the right time. I’m about to deal with this matter. Get people to clear the area 

quickly,” Old Master Lu said immediately. 

“Clear the area?” Lu Heting raised his eyebrows and glanced around. “Since it happened in public, let’s 

settle it in public!” 

“That’s not good, right?” Lu Yaolan said. “This concerns Fu Yujia’s reputation…” 

“It’s precisely because we want to give her justice and prove her innocence that we can’t deal with this 

matter in private. Otherwise, those who don’t know would really think that Su Lu did something to Fu 

Yujia, right?” 

When Lu Heting said this, he looked at Su Bei, who was sitting at the side. She looked fine, but her 

clothes and hair were a little messy. 

Even though he knew that she was fine and could protect herself in front of Fu Yujia, he still felt jealous 

when he saw the lipstick mark on her face! 

Even if the other party was Fu Yujia, that would not do! 

Didn’t Fu Yujia want to blow things up? Since that was the case, he would blow things up for her! 

... 



Hearing Lu Heting’s tone and his intention to stand by Fu Yujia’s side, Old Master Fu felt that it was 

good. He wanted to let people see Su Lu’s true colors! 

Chapter 1815 What Event Is This? 

“Okay, then let’s do as Heting says!” 

Fu Yujia also stopped crying and looked at Lu Heting in a daze. She did not expect that after suffering 

grievances, he would pity her and want to resolve this matter personally. 

She was flattered and looked at Lu Heting boldly. He was still as cold and distant as usual, but he 

seemed to be very concerned about this matter. If she had known that this would attract his sympathy, 

she would have gone all out to do such a thing sooner! 

She put on a pitiful expression and said, “Thank you, Heting, for thinking about me.” 

No one left. 

Everyone wanted to watch the gossip. Seeing that Lu Heting had given everyone a fair chance, they all 

stared intently at the venue, wanting to know what would happen to Su Lu. 

To do such a thing at Old Master Lu’s birthday banquet meant that Su Lu had offended the Lu and Fu 

families at the same time. Even a god would not be able to protect Su Lu now, right? 

Lu Heting’s gaze fell on Su Bei again. Su Bei used a secret signal that only the two of them could 

understand to hint to him to stop looking and quickly deal with the matter. 

It also told him that she was fine. 

Only then did he retract his gaze and say, “Fu Yujia, tell me what happened.” 

“I-I knew President Su from the beginning. Previously, we had some connections in business. I thought 

that it was better to have more friends than enemies. Besides, Grandpa Lu valued President Su so much, 

so I treated him to a drink. Who knew that after taking a sip, he would say that he had a very important 

business to discuss with me? 

“I’ve always wanted to make a name for myself. When I heard him say that, I was tempted. He invited 

me to a quiet place to talk. I remembered that the private room here was very quiet, so I came over with 

him. 

“I thought that since this was Grandpa Lu’s birthday banquet, there would be people coming and going 

outside. There would be guests everywhere. President Su is famous, and everyone praises him, so I 

wasn’t on guard. 

“However, after chatting for a while about work, he took advantage of the fact that I had put down my 

guard and went forward to hold my hand to confess to me. I was a little afraid, so I told him that I 

needed to think about it. Who knew that he would forcefully kiss me and touch me? Only then did I 

shout for help. Fortunately, everyone arrived in time and didn’t let him succeed. 

“But I was really scared at that time…” 



Hearing her words, everyone couldn’t help but criticize, “President Su is too much! How dare he do such 

a thing on such an occasion?” 

“That’s right. You have to be respectful when pursuing girls. How can you be so touchy?” 

“What’s the difference between this and molestation? Does President Su treat his celebrities and staff 

like this at work?” 

Old Master Fu was also extremely angry. “I think you’re really blind! Are you bullying the Fu family?” 

Old Master Lu’s expression was also extremely ugly, but he still had to comfort Old Master Fu first. 

“Brother Fu, don’t worry. I definitely won’t let Jia Jia suffer in vain. I’ll definitely give her an explanation.” 

After all, he was the one who invited Su Lu. Now that something had happened, he couldn’t hold it in 

anymore. He owed the Fu family a favor. 

“Su Lu, why did you do that?” Old Master Lu turned to look at Su Lu. 

Lu Yaolan said softly, “Maybe he drank too much? He’s always been like this after drinking too much. 

I’ve heard about it from the female celebrities in the company before. It’s just that there wasn’t much 

trouble at that time, so I didn’t interfere. It’s all my fault. I let him do whatever he wanted previously, 

which led to today’s disaster.” 

When everyone heard that Su Lu was usually such a person, it seemed that the outside world had 

glorified his image. 

It turned out that rumors could not be trusted! 

After all, Lu Yaolan was Old Master Lu’s biological daughter. She was a socialite, so her words were 

naturally more credible. 

“Mom, how can you say that?” Lu Weijian couldn’t stand it anymore. 

Although he knew that Su Lu was Su Bei and that such a thing would never happen, he was still very 

angry when he heard his mother’s words. 

“I’m just telling the truth. I didn’t care what friends you made in the past, but in the future, you’re 

definitely not allowed to interact with Su Lu anymore!” 

Everyone felt that it made sense. “Miss Lu is right. We have to strictly manage our children’s 

friendships!” 

“Otherwise, they’ll be accused of colluding with others.” 

“That’s right, that’s right. We should cut ties with such a person as soon as possible.” 

“Mr. Weijian, your mother is doing this for your own good! Don’t break your mother’s heart for a 

criminal.” 

Lu Weijian looked at these people speechlessly. Seeing that his brother and sister-in-law were calm, he 

knew that the situation was under control, so he didn’t say anything. 

Seeing that he was silent, Lu Yaolan thought that he had been convinced. Joy flashed across her heart. 



After this incident, the ownership of Nirvana Entertainment would completely belong to her. No one 

would be able to compete with her in the future. 

Only then did Su Bei slowly stand up and walk into the crowd. 

Everyone saw that she was very calm and did not panic at all. They did not know if she was really not 

afraid or if she had never done such a thing. 

Su Bei’s walked over, her calm face still maintaining the same expression as before. She said, “Miss Fu, 

you invited me to discuss business and said that we would meet often in the future, so I came to the 

private room with you for a chat. 

“Why did you tear your own clothes, scratch your arm, and kiss me?” 

Her words surprised everyone. 

Everyone looked at Fu Yujia. 

Fu Yujia felt wronged and angry. “Su Lu, you’re slandering me! You pursued me before, but I had 

someone I liked, so I didn’t agree. That’s why you suppressed me at work and tried to make me submit 

to you. I didn’t agree, but I couldn’t go against you. I didn’t expect you to say that I framed you!” 

In order to make everyone believe her words more, Fu Yujia made up a story about how Su Lu failed to 

pursue love and hated her after getting rejected. 

Sure enough, everyone believed her even more. After all, Fu Yujia was young and beautiful. There were 

indeed countless people pursuing her. 

However, everyone knew that the person she liked was Lu Heting. All these years, she had been silently 

waiting for him. That was why she ignored all her other suitors and focused on waiting for him. 

It was indeed normal for Su Lu to like Fu Yujia. 

It was not difficult to understand why Fu Yujia rejected Su Lu. 

“I was pursuing you?” Su Bei looked at her in surprise, then smiled. “You said I’ve pursued you before?” 

Chapter 1816 Do You Want To Destroy Me If You Can’t Get Me? 

“You can deny it, but it’s a fact that you pursued me. However, I deleted all the WeChat messages you 

sent me, so there’s no evidence left. But this doesn’t negate this!” Fu Yujia said. “Why are you doing 

this? Do you want to destroy me just because you can’t get me?” 

Su Bei only smiled because this joke was too funny. 

Everyone looked at her in surprise. Wasn’t she too arrogant? Even if what Fu Yujia said wasn’t the truth, 

Su Lu’s attitude made people dislike her. 

How could a molester publicly mock the victim? 

!! 

“Aunt Yaolan can testify for me!” Fu Yujia said. 



Lu Yaolan said, “Although I didn’t see Su Lu touch Jia Jia, I’ve indeed heard that he loves Jia Jia.” 

On one side were the people from the Lu and Fu families, while on the other side was just Su Lu. It was 

obvious which party was more credible. 

Moreover, even if Su Lu had never pursued Fu Yujia, the fact that Fu Yujia had been violated was still a 

fact. 

Was Fu Yujia going to risk her innocence to frame Su Lu? 

At this moment, everyone trusted Fu Yujia. 

They mocked Su Lu. 

“Could it be that Miss Fu forcefully kissed you? She’s a weak woman!” 

“That’s right. Women’s strength is nothing in front of men. For two people of the same height, most of 

the time, men are stronger!” 

“Women are indeed not a disadvantaged group, but in terms of power disparity, women are.” 

Su Bei smiled faintly and said, “Let’s put it this way. Fu Yujia drugged my glass of wine, causing me to 

suddenly lose my strength. Therefore, it’s reasonable for her to force a kiss on me.” 

“Nonsense!” Fu Yujia snapped. “How could I have drugged you? If you don’t believe me, we’ll call the 

police and let them investigate!” 

Su Bei said, “Okay!” 

Fu Yujia said, “Grandpa Lu, please get someone to protect the scene and wait for the police to come. It’s 

obvious at a glance if I drugged him!” 

Old Master Lu immediately arranged for someone to do it. 

Su Bei said, “The evidence isn’t at the scene or in those two glasses of wine. It’s…” 

She pointed, and everyone followed her gaze. A waiter was holding a wine glass, but there was no more 

red wine in it. 

However, the person beside him was Lu Heting’s subordinate. He said, “Mr. Lu, the glass of wine this 

waiter is carrying is from the place where the incident took place. Fortunately, it hasn’t been washed 

yet. We’ve already kept it to be used as evidence.” 

Fu Yujia’s and Lu Yaolan’s expressions changed at the same time as they looked at Lu Heting. 

Lu Heting said calmly, “I’ve already gotten someone to protect all the evidence at the scene. No matter 

who it is, they can’t destroy anything. The victim must get justice.” 

Fu Yujia was overjoyed to see him do this. As for the drug, she could completely deny it and say that it 

was Su Lu’s doing. As long as Lu Heting and everyone else were on her side, even if the police 

investigated, they would not be able to find anything. 

Her act of drugging Su Lu would remain a secret. 



Seeing that Lu Heting was planning ahead, everyone couldn’t help but nod. 

Soon, the police arrived. 

It turned out that Lu Heting had called the police earlier on. 

Fu Yujia felt his deep concern and was naturally happy. 

When Old Master Fu saw this, he felt relieved. 

Lu Yaolan looked at Su Lu in a good mood. After this, Su Lu would never be able to turn things around. 

Su Lu would never be able to take over Nirvana Entertainment in the future. 

Fu Yujia’s heart was filled with tenderness. There were too many benefits this time. She had received Lu 

Heting’s care, gotten rid of Su Lu in one fell swoop, and gained Lu Yaolan’s attention. 

With Old Master Lu’s personality, he would use other methods to make it up to her. When the time 

came, she could plead for mercy and let Lu Heting and the Fu family continue their cooperation. 

She still looked pitiful and pretended to be sad, but her heart was filled with pride. 

“We’ll bring the wine glass for an examination. However, it seems unlikely for President Su to have 

harmed Miss Fu.” As soon as the police arrived, they gave a general conclusion. 

Seeing that they were actually speaking up for Su Lu, Fu Yujia couldn’t help but look at Old Master Fu. 

“Grandpa, they’re still in the midst of investigating the case, yet they’re already saying that.” 

Old Master Fu said angrily, “As police officers, how can you say such things?” 

The others also felt that this investigation was too childish. 

The police glanced at Lu Heting and said, “Since things have come to this, I’ll get straight to the point. 

President Su Lu is not a man but a woman. Let me ask you, why would she do such a thing to Miss Fu? 

As a woman, why would she even pursue Miss Fu?” 

Lu Yaolan and Fu Yujia were shocked. 

The others could not help but be surprised. “Su Lu is a woman?” 

“So Su Lu is a woman. I knew it. Her figure is a little thin.” 

“This is really surprising.” 

Fu Yujia said stubbornly, “It’s possible for a woman to like a woman, right? Don’t women commit 

crimes? As a woman, she can still pursue me and harm me!” 

That made sense. 

They all nodded in agreement. 

Crime was not exclusive to men. There were many things that men and women could do. 

Su Bei interrupted everyone’s discussion, “But as a woman, I have someone I like and a family of my 

own. Why would I touch Miss Fu?” 



Fu Yujia said angrily, “Who knows what you’re thinking? Do I have to understand the psychology of a 

criminal like you after I’ve been hurt?” 

Su Bei smiled and nodded. She reached out to take off her hair cover and wiped the makeup off her 

face. Her long chestnut hair cascaded down her shoulders like a waterfall, and her facial features 

gradually became clearer and brighter in front of everyone. 

Compared to her previous ordinary appearance, she looked very attractive now. The ordinary clothes 

looked exceptionally charming on her as if they were custom-made for her. 

“Su… Su Bei?” Fu Yujia took a step back unsteadily. 

... 

The others also watched in surprise as Su Lu transformed into Su Bei on the spot! 

This was too surprising! 

No, it was too stunning! 

Her appearance was so dazzling that it was unbelievable. 

This was her appearance after casually removing her makeup. Even without makeup, she was very eye-

catching. They wondered how stunning she would be after putting on proper makeup. 

This was the first time many people had seen her in person. At this moment, their mouths were wide 

open and they could not speak. 

“How could it be you?” Old Master Lu asked in shock. 

Chapter 1817 Too Ridiculous 

Lu Heting had already taken Su Bei’s hand and held it tightly in his palm. He looked down at her gently, 

his worry and concern overflowing. 

“I’m fine,” Su Bei said softly. “I’ve already told you on WeChat.” 

Lu Heting pursed his thin lips slightly and held her fingers tightly again. When he was sure that he was 

holding her hand, he looked up and glanced at everyone. 

Then, his gaze returned to Old Master Lu’s face as he said calmly, “Grandpa, Su Bei didn’t lie to you on 

purpose, neither did she deliberately join Nirvana Entertainment in this getup. 

“At that time, Weijian was entrusted by Grandpa Huo to manage the Huo family’s business, and Weijian 

agreed. 

“But he was afraid that you wouldn’t agree, so he could only lie and pretend that he was still managing 

Nirvana Entertainment. 

“However, at that time, the situation in the Huo family was especially chaotic. He could not do two 

things at once and could only ask Su Bei to help manage Nirvana Entertainment. 



“As we were afraid that you would find out about Weijian’s matter, Su Bei could only pretend to be Su 

Lu and help Weijian manage the company with Su Lu’s identity. 

“In Nirvana Entertainment, Su Bei had always been conscientious in doing her job. She had never done 

anything messy, let alone harm others after getting drunk. 

“I find it hard to agree with what my aunt said just now about Su Bei touching others when she’s drunk. 

“After all, Su Bei had serious gastritis back then and was misdiagnosed with gastric cancer. I’ve never 

allowed her to drink too much. I wonder if Aunt has any evidence to back up her statement about Su Bei 

doing things to female artistes after drinking too much?” 

Lu Heting’s every word was said clearly, his powerful aura and firmness showing through. 

Faced with his question, Lu Yaolan could not speak at all. She stammered, “I-I only heard…” 

“I wonder who told you that?” Lu Heting asked. 

“I-I forgot…” 

“I wonder who said that? Can their statements be used to prove that she made a mistake?” 

“I-I…” Lu Yaolan was rendered speechless by him. 

Everyone had long believed Lu Heting’s words. Besides, it was too obvious from Lu Yaolan’s attitude that 

she was in the wrong. 

After Lu Heting questioned her, he turned to Fu Yujia. 

His eyes finally landed on her. 

Fu Yujia could not remember how long it had been since he looked at her like this. Maybe it was when 

she was in her teens? Or maybe it was when she was only a few years old. He rarely looked at her like 

this. 

After that, he became even more indifferent as if she did not exist in the world. 

Now, he was looking at her seriously again. His eyes were focused on her face. 

She should be happy, but she was trembling with fear. 

It was because Lu Heting’s gaze was too scary. It was as if he was looking at prey. 

“H-Heting…” 

“You said that Su Bei pursued you and fell in love with you. This time, she violated you in public?” His 

voice was like a demon from hell. 

Fu Yujia was trembling so badly that she did not know what to say and did not dare to say anything else. 

Outsiders might not know his feelings for Su Bei, but who in the Lu and Fu families did not know his 

feelings for Su Bei? 



Even if they did not believe in the two’s relationship, who would believe that Su Bei would abandon Lu 

Heting and do something to Fu Yujia? 

This was too ridiculous! 

No wonder the police came to that conclusion as soon as they arrived. 

When everyone present saw that Su Lu was Su Bei, they came to that conclusion as well. 

Lu Heting stared at Fu Yujia. “So, why did you frame Su Bei?” 

Fu Yujia gripped her hands nervously as she faced this Satan-like man. 

Previously, he was cold to her, but he was never fierce. 

At this moment, it was as if he had come from hell. It was as if she would be swept away by this aura at 

any moment. 

Old Master Fu stood in front of her. “Heting, there’s a misunderstanding.” 

“Oh?” Lu Heting raised his eyebrows and pursed his thin lips before letting go. “I want to hear Old 

Master Fu’s words. You say there’s a misunderstanding?” 

Lu Heting did not address the older man as ‘Grandpa Fu’ but ‘Old Master Fu’. 

Old Master Fu knew that Lu Heting had already drawn a line between the Lu and Fu families. 

Fu Yujia’s matter had crossed his bottom line, and he had already made up his mind. 

Old Master Fu’s heart sank. 

The others from the Fu family also heard the difference. 

“Since you don’t want to say it, I’ll say it on your behalf,” Lu Heting said calmly. “This happened because 

as Su Lu, Su Bei has done too well in Nirvana Entertainment. She defeated Sheng Tang Entertainment, 

which was managed by Fu Yujia, and established a benchmark for the industry. She supported truly 

capable artistes and allowed them to obtain the resources they deserved. She threw those with wild 

ambitions into the dust. She made those who broke the law confess their crimes. She also found those 

who deceived the world and placed them under the sun. 

“These things affected Fu Yujia’s interests as well as Lu Yaolan’s…” 

Fu Yujia and Lu Yaolan trembled even more when they heard their names getting called out. 

“Therefore, those two wanted to lay a hand on Su Bei and ruin her reputation. Only then can they 

continue to rake in the benefits. Is my guess accurate?” 

Lu Yaolan and Fu Yujia did not dare to speak anymore. They wanted to defend themselves, but they 

knew that it was all in vain. Their schemes were all laid out in front of everyone. 

It was useless to say anything more. 

“You didn’t expect that Su Lu was Su Bei, my wife, and Mrs. Lu of the Lu family. She’s not someone you 

can frame and bully. She won’t let you succeed,” Lu Heting continued. “However, as for what crime 



you’re going to bear, the police have their own conclusions and will punish you accordingly. I won’t say 

anything else.” 

Fu Yujia lost her balance and almost fell. 

Old Master Fu had nothing to say. 

Old Master Lu’s face was ashen. He was very angry, but this time, he was angry that Lu Yaolan was 

actually in cahoots with Fu Yujia and framed someone like this! 

... 

Fu Jiangcheng still wanted to fight for his daughter. “Heting…” 

“Mr. Fu, the cooperation between the Lu family and the Fu family is officially over,” Lu Heting replied 

simply. 

Fu Jiangcheng’s expression froze. 

Old Master Fu opened his mouth but did not say anything else. 

Fu Yujia knew that everything was irreversible and said, “Investigate me. This has nothing to do with 

Aunt Yaolan. She just loves me too much and said a few words impulsively.” 

Since that was the case, the police only took her away and not Lu Yaolan. 

Lu Heting had already kept all the evidence, including the tissue that Su Bei had spat on. He handed it to 

the police. 

Chapter 1818 She’s Very Good 

The Fu family was too ashamed to stay here and left. 

That included Fu Xing. 

“Fu Xing,” Lu Heting called out to him. 

Fu Xing smiled helplessly. “There’s no need to feel guilty. They all refused to listen to me, so I knew this 

day would come.” 

!! 

Lu Heting didn’t say anything else and watched him leave. 

The other guests also saw that things were not looking good. After exchanging some words with Old 

Master Lu, they all left without even cutting the cake. 

“Heting, about the Fu family…” Old Master Lu began. 

“Are you going to ask if there’s any room for negotiation regarding their matter?” Lu Heting looked at 

him. 

Old Master Lu also reacted at this moment. Since Fu Yujia had the intention of framing Su Bei, she must 

have a goal to achieve. Not only did she want to frame Su Bei for the sake of it, but she also wanted to 



use this matter to evoke his guilt toward her so that he would not cut off all cooperation with the Fu 

family. 

Fu Yujia was actually so scheming. It made Old Master Lu realize that he had underestimated these 

juniors. 

After thinking it through, he knew that Lu Heting cutting off the Fu family’s cooperation was the solution 

to this matter. 

The Lu family could give the Fu family face, but they could not be played by the Fu family. 

“That’s all.” Old Master Lu didn’t say anything else and just looked at Su Bei. “Su Bei, it’s been hard on 

you.” 

“I’m sorry, Grandpa. I never told you that I was pretending to be Su Lu.” 

“It’s all my fault. Grandpa, don’t blame Sister-in-law.” Lu Weijian stood up. “It’s all my bad idea. Sister-

in-law did it for me.” 

Old Master Lu smiled and shook his head. “What Su Bei did is exactly the Lu family’s style of doing 

things. How can I blame her? She’s very good. I’m the one who’s in the wrong.” 

He recalled that he had always treated Su Bei as an outsider. At this moment, he realized that while he 

always boasted about justice, he was not as good as Su Bei when it came to enacting justice. 

After saying that, he looked deeply at Lu Yaolan. 

Lu Yaolan was really afraid this time. What she had done with Fu Yujia was too serious. 

From Lu Heting’s attitude, it could be seen that she had crossed the line. 

“Dad, I’m sorry. I really shouldn’t have trusted Jia Jia so easily and spoken up for her.” Lu Yaolan took 

advantage of the situation and pushed everything to Fu Yujia. 

“Forget it. Don’t contact her anymore,” Old Master Lu said. 

“Okay.” Lu Yaolan couldn’t wait for everything to settle down. 

Lu Heting glanced at her. His gaze was so sharp that Lu Yaolan quickly lowered her head. 

Lu Weijian ran to Su Bei and spoke to her affectionately, apologizing and showing concern. 

Lu Yaolan felt uncomfortable, but she had just made a mistake. It was not appropriate for her to argue 

with them, so she could only endure it. 

Fu Yujia embarrassed herself on Old Master Lu’s birthday and made things really uncomfortable. Old 

Madam Lu could only persuade Old Master Lu. 

“Great-grandpa, happy birthday!” Gun Gun ran into Old Master Lu’s arms. 

His gloomy mood was swept away. He picked Gun Gun up and said, “Thank you, my good baby!” 

“Brother Da Bao is here too! He’s carrying the gift, so that’s why he’s walking a little slow.” 



“Okay, okay!” Old Master Lu was overjoyed. “Let’s go and cut the cake together!” 

Even though there were no more guests, he was still quite content to have the children at home. 

Even Huo Zhong was asked to stay for the cake. 

Lu Weijian picked up a slice of cake and smeared some cream on the tip of Da Bao’s nose. 

Da Bao’s handsome face darkened slightly, and Lu Weijian laughed. “Why do you look so gloomy?” 

“Hey, who told you to bully Da Bao?” Huo Zhong was unconvinced. He picked up another slice of cake 

and wiped some cream on Lu Weijian’s face. 

Only then did Da Bao smile. Lu Weijian was so angry that he went to get more cake. 

“Second Uncle!” Gun Gun called out to him. 

He looked down at Gun Gun, who was giving him a look. 

Lu Weijian was so angry that he put his hands on his hips. “Are you all targeting me?” 

“No, of course not. Show a smile. Let’s all be happy.” Gun Gun mimicked his words and made a face. 

Da Bao smiled even wider. 

Lu Weijian smeared cream on Gun Gun’s face with a backhand. 

Gun Gun was stunned. 

When he came to his senses, he picked up the largest slice with both hands and shouted, “Second Uncle, 

stop right there!” 

Da Bao and Huo Zhong laughed so hard that they could not straighten their backs. 

Old Master Lu and Old Madam Lu smiled sincerely. 

Only Lu Yaolan was deep in thought. 

Starlight shone in the sky, covering the dark sky. 

Lu Heting held Su Bei’s hand and stood on the balcony to avoid the noise inside. 

He still held Su Bei’s fingers tightly as if he was afraid of losing her. 

“Are you still worried? Aren’t I fine now?” Su Bei teased him with a smile. 

“Fortunately, Fu Yujia and Lu Yaolan only wanted your reputation to be ruined and nothing else. You 

took a risk and exposed Fu Yujia. It was indeed worrying.” 

Su Bei smiled and said, “That’s why I informed you early and knew that you would protect me. There 

were so many people outside.” 

... 

“You told me not to come,” Lu Heting emphasized. 



“It’d take some time for Fu Yujia to be exposed. If you came over so soon, she wouldn’t have done 

anything.” 

“Is it worth it for you to do all this for me?” 

“For you?” 

Lu Heting lowered his eyes and looked at her. “You know that I want to cut off my cooperation with the 

Fu family but the problems lie in convincing Grandpa and feeling guilty toward Fu Xing. Only by letting 

Fu Yujia reveal her true colors and letting Grandpa know that she’s a scheming person will he agree to 

my actions. Only by letting Fu Xing see his sister’s actions will I be able to answer to Fu Xing and not let 

down my friend. The outside world won’t say that the Lu family was ungrateful just because I cut off my 

cooperation with them either. Isn’t everything you did for me?” 

Seeing that he completely understood her actions, Su Bei raised her eyebrows and smiled, showing her 

dimples. “Now that everything’s done and you’ve seen how well I treat you, it wasn’t in vain for me to 

do such a thing. Besides, I’m now…” 

She turned around and raised her slender and fair arms. “I survived unscathed. What are you worried 

about?” 

As soon as she finished speaking, she was pulled into Lu Heting’s arms. 

Su Bei lay on his chest, feeling stable and steady. 

“I want you to always be by my side unscathed.” 

Lu Heting whispered in her ear and turned to look at the living room. Lu Heting and Huo Zhong were 

being chased by Da Bao and Gun Gun who had cake in their hands. A smile appeared on his lips. 

... 

He hoped that the coming years would always be peaceful. 

… 

Su Bei’s identity as Su Lu had been exposed in the United States. 

However, because it was far away and very few people in the United States paid attention to the matter, 

no one in S Country knew about it. 

Chapter 1819 Who Doesn’t Want To Be Su Bei? 

However, the matter at Old Master Lu’s wedding banquet was blown up, so the news spread like 

wildfire. Soon, everyone knew about it. 

Fortunately, everyone’s reaction was positive. 

[I knew it. No wonder Su Bei hasn’t appeared in public for a long time. I used to be quite worried about 

her, but now I know the truth. In fact, she’s always been in everyone’s sight and has never left for long.] 

[My Su Bei is really too mighty. She thrives as an artiste and is very outstanding as a manager! Su Bei is 

so good!] 



[What’s even rarer is that when Su Bei pretended to be Su Lu, she completely relied on her ability to 

stand out. Her usual clothes are completely ordinary, but when she deals with things, she’s completely 

decisive! She’s really too cool and valiant!] 

[Su Bei has really won me over! I want to marry Su Bei!] 

[In that case, the person who held the art exhibitions is also Su Bei? My Bei Bei is really too talented! I 

love her more and more!] 

[Su Bei really didn’t let us down! Not to mention the art exhibitions, but just the fact that she solved 

Xiao Ming and Lil’ Hua’s matter is enough for everyone to talk about, right?] 

[Zhang Xinran’s fans are here to report! We’ve decided to be Su Bei’s fans too!] 

[Ji Rufeng’s fans are here to report! While protecting our idol, we also have to protect Su Bei in the 

future!] 

[Mu Kai’s fans are here to report! Thank you, Miss, for helping our Mu Kai rise again!] 

A bunch of other fan clubs started making exclamations. 

Even Yuan Haoyang’s fans followed the clues and found out that Su Bei and Lin Wenyu had a good 

relationship. 

[Speaking of which, I was quite worried that Su Bei would lose herself after marrying into the Lu family 

and wouldn’t be able to do what she liked. Now, I realize that Mr. Lu has actually given her a lot of 

freedom.] 

[That’s right. I agree with the person above. Seeing her live such a life, as fans, we’re gratified enough.] 

[Yes, yes, yes. This fan is in a good mood. Su Bei, you must continue to be happy!] 

The comments below the news were all positive. 

Occasionally, there were some doubts, but they were quickly suppressed by loyal fans. 

The people in the circle were also deeply shocked. They originally thought that if Su Lu continued to be 

so pretentious and offended a large number of people, he would be finished sooner or later. Many 

people were worried for him. 

Only now did they know that Mr. Lu was behind Su Lu. No matter what Su Lu did, what could others do? 

More importantly, in the secular world, most people would choose to protect themselves or work for 

their interests. However, Su Bei did the opposite and was always at the forefront. It was admirable. 

Deep down, everyone agreed with her actions. It was just that because of all kinds of concerns, they 

couldn’t do anything to help. However, if they had a choice, who wouldn’t want to be Su Bei? 

Old Master Lu had also read the news report. 

He said to Old Madam Lu, “In the past, I underestimated Su Bei. I always felt that women in the 

entertainment industry were nothing more than all looks and no brains. I thought that they did all kinds 

of meaningless work. Su Bei has taught me a lesson.” 



“I don’t think I’ll force her to do anything for Heting in the future. It’s good for the two of them to be like 

this now.” Old Madam Lu agreed with Old Master Lu. 

A person did not necessarily have to act a certain way to be meaningful and valuable. 

As long as she could stay true to herself and work hard in the fields she was good at and liked, she could 

still achieve her life’s meaning. 

Old Master Lu smiled and said, “That’s right. Our children and grandchildren have their own lives to live. 

Heting and Su Bei are really doing well now.” 

“So let’s just enjoy ourselves in peace. Heting is already very capable. Why should we worry so much?” 

Lu Yaolan came over with the soup. When she heard these words, she felt quite upset. 

… 

After Su Bei revealed her identity, she couldn’t be bothered to dress up like Su Lu and go to Nirvana 

Entertainment. 

She changed into a light-colored female work suit, let go of her hair, and appeared at the entrance of 

the company with her bag. 

Many people had already seen the news and were looking over. 

Yue Ze quickly walked over and said, “Su Bei, the reporters are waiting. Do you want to see them?” 

“I’ll meet them and let everyone ask all their questions at once to satisfy their curiosity. Those who don’t 

want to work can come and watch.” 

Yue Ze smiled. “Okay, I’ll make the arrangements.” 

Gao Ban was the first to rush out. He walked around Su Bei before pinching his eyelids. “What kind of 

taste do I have? I’ve been following you every day but I couldn’t differentiate between a man and a 

woman.” 

Mu Kai walked over and said, “Manager Gao, President Su was dressed too well. None of us could tell 

that there was something off.” 

“That’s true. With her skills, she can totally be a special effects makeup artist in a production team.” 

“With President Su’s net worth, she won’t go as far as to do that, right?” Ji Rufeng walked over. His 

status was stable, and he was becoming more and more popular. His temperament was even more 

outstanding, and he was dazzlingly handsome. 

It was true that popularity nurtured temperament. The more popular a person was, the more different 

their temperament would be. 

Su Bei smiled. “Is everyone surrounding me to continue the investigation?” 

Gao Ban said fawningly, “President Su, can you teach me your skills in the future?” 

Ji Rufeng smiled. “Why? Do you wish to disguise as a woman?” 



Gao Ban didn’t put on any airs, so he could get along with everyone. He waved his hand and said, “Shoo, 

shoo! I’m just worried that I’ll meet a buff guy in women’s clothes and that he’ll be bigger than me when 

he undresses.” 

Seeing that his words were inappropriate and that Su Bei was still a woman, Mu Kai put his arm around 

Gao Ban’s shoulder and pulled him aside. 

Ji Rufeng looked Su Bei up and down and smiled. “Sister Bei Bei, I’m a fan of yours. I’ve watched all your 

movies many times! If I had known that you were Su Lu, I would have asked you to sign autographs and 

take photos with me! If there’s a chance for us to work together, please consider me! I can even act as a 

passerby!” 

Su Bei smiled. “Okay, I’ll definitely consider you when I have the chance!” 

Yue Ze arranged for the reporters to meet Su Bei. 

The reporters did have a lot of questions. 

However, the main question was why she deliberately disguised herself as Su Lu. Was she deceiving the 

public? 

“I wasn’t deliberately deceiving the public. Pretending to be Su Lu made it easier for Mr. Weijian to 

manage the company and the Huo family. I believe Mr. Weijian has already made it clear to everyone. 

As for the Huo family’s matter, it’s Mr. Weijian’s business. It’s not appropriate for me to reveal it or 

evaluate it.” 

“Then will you still be in charge of Nirvana Entertainment in the future? Did you attack Sheng Tang 

Entertainment because Fu Yujia likes Lu Heting? And did you snatch Nirvana Entertainment from Lu 

Yaolan? Does the matter involve a power struggle within the Lu family?” 

... 
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These reporters were really gossipy. 

Su Bei smiled faintly and said, “Firstly, I’ve always been managing Nirvana Entertainment to help Mr. 

Weijian, not to snatch it from anyone. 

“Secondly, Nirvana Entertainment was founded by Mr. Weijian. It’s up to him who he wants to hire to 

manage it. If he wants to transfer it to me in the future, I’m more than happy to accept it. As for the 

matter of Fu Yujia liking Lu Heting, I’m not too sure about it. However, Sheng Tang Entertainment was 

being ridiculous and wanted to suppress Nirvana Entertainment. Naturally, I had to counter-attack and 

protect our company’s rights, right?” 

“Do you know that Fu Yujia is being investigated by the police?” 

“Of course, I know. She framed Su Lu for assaulting her, but in reality, Su Lu is Su Bei. How could I have 

assaulted her? We called the police ourselves. I believe that the police will investigate this matter in 

detail and give the public an explanation.” 



Su Bei gave the answer to all the gossip the reporters wanted to know. 

Everyone was even clearer about this matter. 

The criticisms against Fu Yujia and Lu Yaolan never stopped. 

Even if the Fu family was angry, there was nothing they could do. 

What Fu Yujia did had to be paid for. 

Lu Yaolan was also very angry. She thought that the matter had been completely suppressed, but Su Bei 

brought it up again. 

Not only did everyone know that she was useless, but they also knew that she had cooperated with Fu 

Yujia to frame Su Bei. 

… 

After Su Bei was interviewed, Qiao Mei called. 

“Su Bei, you’ve had enough fun. I’ve found a mountain of scripts for you! Especially in the past few days, 

many directors have asked you to act as a man.” 

Su Bei smiled. “I’m not going to take on a role. I have a lot of things to do.” 

“Since Nirvana Entertainment is on the right track and no one is holding you back, can’t you take a look 

at the scripts?” 

“Okay, send them to me. I’m indeed afraid that they’ll go to waste.” 

“The first one is a sci-fi blockbuster directed by Camilan. This script is not bad. But sci-fi movies have 

never had much of a market in the country. This needs to be considered. There are also many other 

good scripts. You can read them first.” 

When Su Bei received the scripts, she read Director Camilan’s script first. 

Having worked with Camilan before, she naturally knew Camilan’s requirements. She was rigorous and 

meticulous. She also sought constant innovation to break through and change the subject matter. 

Although there was indeed no market for domestic sci-fi movies, that did not mean that domestic 

audiences did not like sci-fi movies. It was just that no one offered real sci-fi movies to them. 

Actually, many people had a real love for sci-fi. 

However, the investment in sci-fi movies was huge, and the filming period was very long. It would take 

several years. 

Coupled with the fact that it was difficult to adapt good science fiction, many people were unwilling to 

invest in this blank field. 

Camilan’s move was indeed in line with her usual personality. She sought new things and constantly 

explored new areas. 

After reading a few scripts, Su Bei finally felt that Camilan’s was not bad. 



They had already worked together once, and their relationship had always been good. Su Bei called 

Camilan directly. “Director Camilan, what are your plans for this movie?” 

“We’re currently looking for investments. Filming will take a long time, and post-production will also 

require a very professional team and a long period of time. Therefore, I hope to have very professional 

actors to work with me.” 

“Director Camilan, if you think I’m suitable, I’m willing to join the production.” 

Camilan was delighted. “Are you really willing to make time for me?” 

“I’m willing to work with a director who aims to shoot a truly high-quality movie.” 

“Okay, let’s meet and talk, then!” 

Since both parties had the intention to cooperate, it was naturally easy to finalize. 

Nirvana Entertainment was stable at the moment. Yue Ze and Gao Ban could also take on big 

responsibilities. When they heard that Su Bei was going to film a movie, they patted their chests and 

promised, “As long as Lu Yaolan doesn’t mess around, we can still protect the empire you’ve built for a 

year or two. Go, Your Majesty! Go and expand your territory!” 

Yue Ze said seriously, “The company’s rules have been set up, and everyone is doing their own jobs. 

There won’t be too many problems. Even if there are problems, we can still come and consult you. After 

all, you’ll be filming in the country.” 

Everyone had already reassured Su Bei, so she had nothing to worry about. She smiled and said, “Then 

I’m going to take on this new movie. I won’t be coming to the company often in the future. Everyone, 

take care.” 

“Goodbye, Your Majesty.” Gao Ban made an exaggerated gesture. 

Su Bei smiled and set off again. She was relaxed. She was going to film a new movie! 

After Su Bei and Camilan met, their conversation went very smoothly. The two of them shared the same 

ideals and opinions. After chatting happily, they quickly signed an agreement. 

After the official announcement, the outside world was indeed not very optimistic. There were many 

doubts. 

[Science fiction? It’s hard to imagine a domestic science fiction film.] 

[Although Director Camilan and Su Bei are quite trustworthy, there’s no precedent for a sci-fi movie in 

the country.] 

[I don’t know what the story is. I’ll look forward to it carefully.] 

[I hope it won’t disappoint us.] 

Ji Rufeng called. “President Su, do you want me to help you promote your new movie on Weibo?” 

“No need. It’ll take at least three to five years before the movie is released.” 



“I’ll promote it for you when the time comes. It’s just that the outside world isn’t optimistic about it 

now. The comments are a little unpleasant. Should we suppress them first?” 

“Don’t, it’s useless. Besides, what they’re saying is very objective. At the moment, this genre is indeed 

unexplored in the country. We’re using an original script, not adapting it from a novel. The expectations 

movie-goers have of us aren’t high enough now. Perhaps that’ll make it easier for them to enjoy the 

movie in the future.” 

Seeing that she was confident and had arranged everything well, Ji Rufeng smiled and said, “Then I’ll 

look forward to it first.” 

On the first day of filming, Lu Heting generously sent Su Bei to the set. 

The couple appeared hand-in-hand and immediately caused a sensation in the entire production team. 

No one had seen the two of them together in person. 

Needless to say, Su Bei was on Camilan’s team. Many people had seen her. 

However, Lu Heting’s figure was comparable to that of a supermodel, and his face was even more 

handsome than that of an A-list celebrity. It really stunned everyone. 

... 

It would be a waste if such a man could not appear on the big screen and be praised by more people. 

Lu Weijian followed them and jumped up and down happily. “I love sci-fi blockbusters the most! I watch 

them every year. This is the first time I’ve seen one being shot in the country. I’ll come to visit every day 

in the future.] 

Lu Heting knocked him on the head. 

He covered his forehead. “I just want to be on set. Besides, I can help you protect Sister-in-law, no?” 

 


